Integrated Hook Trainer

Virtual Marine’s Integrated Hook Trainer accessory for the davit-launch lifeboat simulator enables trainees to operate and familiarize themselves with hook hardware. The System has the appearance and functionality of a davit-launch hook system on a lifeboat, without the risk of carrying out launch and recovery exercises in a real boat.

Features

- Can replicate either single or twin-fall davit systems
- Standard hook system representative of a LSA approved hook system
- Bow and stern hook views for launch and recovery exercises
- Full control over common hook faults
- Instructor station to manage training scenarios
- Dynamic cable movement based upon the sea state in the scenario

Benefits

- Allow for more time to perform launch and recovery exercises during lifeboat training without the danger of carrying out the exercises in a real boat.
- Extend competency development by introducing trainees to hook systems used on real lifeboats
- Reinforce control hook faults to prepare trainees for a variety of real-world scenarios
- Engage the whole classroom with teamwork exercises
COMPATIBILITY

Virtual Marine's integrated hook trainer is compatible with all Virtual Marine davit launch lifeboat simulator configurations. Including desktop, open configuration, immersion cabin, and immersion cabin + motion.